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This is a trilogy about three young men finding the fulfillment of their youthful ambitions in rock music and
journalism. As middle age comes on, each must accept a wider responsibility for their past sins. Having either
emigrated to or been born in London, all of them become caught up in tantalising opportunities in the capital to
fulfill their ambitions of success and fame. Each of them also finds that success comes with an immense price for
them personally, and private failures that unmercifully torment them. Their hopeful idealism and dreams become
tainted by ruthlessness, opportunism and betrayal of their principles. 

As each character grows older, he realises he wants to redeem himself and somehow resolve the worst things he has
perpetrated in his life � but true redemption requires genuine sacrifice; one even more intense and difficult than
their hard-won successes of the past. It may be more than any of them can endure. All of this happens against the
background of London�s fantastic, fabulous variety and wealth and exoticism, opportunity and glamour, corruption
and poverty and loneliness and harshness. Its pitfalls, rewards and insatiable demands as a fast-moving cultural and
media capital are a significant part of the novel�s tone, with an intensified sense of time and place.

�I intended to write Riding House Street as an experiment, drawing on my own experiences of adversity in London. A
character from it, a corrupt music journalist who is the main character�s nemesis, suggested his own novel, so I began
writing Nine Elms Lane. He required a nemesis of his own, so I created a upstanding moral journalist. When I finished
the book, I found there were unfinished elements, themes and characters I wanted to develop, so I wrote King�s
Scholar�s Passage to Vauxhall Bridge Road. I found myself with a trilogy about inter-related characters and themes that
seemed to work in a way I hadn�t consciously planned,� says Edward St. Boniface on the inception of his novels.

EDWARD ST. BONIFACE is a lifelong writer, born in 1967 in Canada and emigrant to Britain, deeply
interested in experimentation with the potentials of narrative and the urgent moral issues of our times.
Resolutely opinionated, he aims to tell the truth as he sees it and a good story at the same time.
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THREE CHARACTERS IN
SEARCH OF REDEMPTION

Edward St. Boniface�s London Trilogy
sees three young men, whose life
successes come with a high price, try
to correct the mistakes of their pasts...
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